# K-12 and College No-Cost Tutoring

**PLUS HOMEWORK HELP AND TEST PREP**

150+ Subjects • One-to-One • Online • On-Demand • 24/7 • Anonymous

---

**MATH**  
- Pre-Algebra  
- Algebra  
- Algebra II  
- Basic Math  
- Elementary Math  
- Middle Grades Math  
- Pre-Calculus  
- Calculus  
- Multivariable Calculus  
- Discrete Math  
- Finite Mathematics  
- Geometry  
- Statistics  
- Trigonometry

**SCIENCE**  
- Anatomy and Physiology  
- Elementry Science (Grades 1-8)  
- Environmental Science  
- Biology  
- Chemistry  
- Organic Chemistry  
- Earth Science  
- Microbiology  
- Physics  
- Physical Science

**ENGLISH**  
- Essay Writing  
- Grammar  
- Literature  
- Reading  
- Vocabulary

**ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS (ELL)**  
- Reading Help  
- English Language Use  
- English Writing  
- Types of Writing

**SOCIAL STUDIES**  
- Civics and Government  
- European History  
- Geography  
- U.S. History  
- World History  
- Social Studies (Grades K-8)

**SOCIAL SCIENCE**  
- Criminal Justice  
- Introductory Psychology  
- Introductory Sociology  
- Research Methods

**WORLD LANG UAGES**  
- SPANISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ARABIC, ITALIAN  
- Grammar  
- Reading Comprehension  
- Writing

**BUSINESS**  
- Accounting  
- Business Law  
- Economics  
- Finance  
- Principles of Management

**COMPUTER SCIENCE AND LITERACY**  
- MS Access, Excel, PowerPoint, and Word  
- Java Programming  
- C++ Programming

**TEST PREP**  
- ACT*  
- SAT*  
- PSAT*  
- NCLEX Test Prep  
- GED/HISET/TASC PREP

**NURSING/ALLIED HEALTH**  
- Allied Health  
- Care Plans  
- Clinical Assessment  
- Clinical Management  
- Epidemiology  
- Evidence Based Practice  
- Health Services  
- Healthcare Administration  
- Medical Coding  
- Medical Surgical  
- Medical Terminology  
- Pediatrics  
- Primary Care  
- Pathophysiology  
- Pharmacology

**STUDENT SUCCESS: STUDY AND LIFE SKILLS**  
- Building a Support System  
- Finding Scholarly Resources  
- Healthy Habits  
- Motivation and Goals Notetakings  
- Organizational Skills  
- Stress Management  
- Study Strategies  
- Time Management  
- Utilizing Resources

**PARENT COACHING**  
- Finding Balance  
- Managing Knowledge Gaps  
- Motivation and Goals Scheduling and Organization  
- Setting Expectations  
- Study Techniques  
- Using Resources

**AP SUBJECTS**  
- AP Art History  
- AP Biology  
- AP Calculus AB  
- AP Calculus BC  
- AP Chemistry  
- AP Comparative Government and Politics  
- AP Computer Science A  
- AP English Language and Composition  
- AP Environmental Science  
- AP European History  
- AP French Language and Culture  
- AP German Language and Culture  
- AP Human Geography  
- AP Italian Language and Culture  
- AP Microeconomics  
- AP Macroeconomics  
- AP Physics 1: Algebra Based  
- AP Physics 2: Algebra Based

**IB SUBJECTS**  
- IB Language A:  
  - Language & Literature  
  - Literature HL & SL  
- IB Mathematics:  
  - Pre-Calculus HL & SL  
  - Calculus HL & SL  
  - Statistics HL & SL  
  - Discrete Math HL  
- IB Chemistry  
- IB Physics  
- IB Biology  
- IB History  
- IB Psychology  
- IB Computer Science  
  - Java  
  - C++

---

*Bilingual Spanish speaking tutors are available for some Math, Science, Social Studies, Writing, Student Success and Parent Coaching subjects.

Visit www.tutor.com/military/eligibility for full funding and program eligibility details. The appearance of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) visual information does not imply or constitute DoD endorsement. PSAT and SAT is a registered trademark of College Board, which is not affiliated with and does not endorse this product. ACT is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.